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Government Procurement, 4th Edition
Paul Emanuelli

$225  |  August 2017  |  ISBN: 9780433474531

Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Maritime 
(2016 Reissue) / Municipal (2016 Reissue)
John Mascarin  & Rui Fernandes 

The Municipal title provides a 
comprehensive overview of the different 
municipal regimes that exist throughout 
Canada. The Maritime title covers 
both the general issues of maritime law 
and the more specific issues.

$300  |  2016  |  ISBN: 9780433490937

Government procurement is designed 
to open a level playing field for suppliers 
competing for government contracts. 
This book strips away the complexities of 
procurement issues for public institutions 
and their private sector suppliers.

Ontario Planning Legislation & Commentary, 
2017 Edition 
Robert Doumani & Patricia Foran

Captures Bill 73 amendments and other 
recent changes in the field and explains 
their implications. Also features the full 
text of the updated legislation, provincial 
statement 2014 and commentary that 
focuses on the five pillars of the Ontario 
Planning Act.

$92  |  2016  |  Annual  |  ISBN: 9780433490593

Municipal Liability Risk Management – 
Newsletter
Christine Carter, James Dowler, Bruce Thom, et al.

$360  |  Newsletter  |  Annual Subscription 
ISBN: 9780433423706

Provides current and usable pro-active 
help for managing the legal risks faced by 
municipalities. Also available in PDF. 

lexisnexis.ca/store

Ontario Municipal Act & Commentary, 
2017 Edition
Christopher Williams & John Mascarin

Incorporates the full text of the Municipal Act, 
2001, and all the new and amended relevant 
regulations, along with detailed analysis of 
the Act and its organization, structure and 
application and how it relates to the City of 
Toronto Act, 2006.

$100  |  2016  |  Annual  |  ISBN: 9780433491705

The Law of Municipal Liability in Canada
David Boghosian & J. Murray Davidson

Whether you are launching or defending 
a municipal liability claim or assessing 
a client’s vulnerability, this service is 
the source to turn to for authoritative 
guidance on the unique legislative 
and common law protections afforded 
municipalities and their officers.

$690  |  Loose-Leaf  |  Updates Billed As Issued
ISBN: 9780433419327
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Municipal Procurement, 2nd Edition 
Kevin McGuinness & Stephen Bauld

Laws and practices governing municipal 
procurement should produce fair and 
competitive bidding, efficient procurement 
and prudent fiscal management. Too often, 
they don’t. The book helps municipalities 
recognize, mitigate and if possible avoid the 
problems that feature frequently in media 
and auditor general reports.

$230  |  2009  |  ISBN: 9780433458357

Environmental Boards and Tribunals – 
A Practical Guide, 2nd Edition 
Jerry DeMarco & Paul Muldoon

This “one of a kind” text takes the reader 
through each stage of the tribunal hearing 
process from the point where a proceeding 
is started, to the final decision issued by 
the tribunal.

$120  |  2016  |  ISBN: 9780433489740

lexisnexis.ca/store

Desktop Guide to Procurement Law
Robert Worthington

Covers all of the important areas of 
purchasing, in an easy-to-use, quick 
reference format.

$145  |  2013  |  ISBN: 9780433470403

Election Law in Canada  
Donald Bourgeois & Susan Campbell

$95  |  2015  |  ISBN: 9780433478522

Dedicated solely to examining the rules 
and regulations that apply to the running of 
elections in Canada. The authors provide 
an in-depth analysis of the laws that apply 
to candidates in elections as well as 
the laws governing riding associations and 
political parties and associations.

Ontario Heritage Act & Commentary 
Eileen Costello

$95  |  2010  |  ISBN: 9780433457992

Includes a section-by-section analysis 
of the Ontario Heritage Act; examines 
how the Ontario Municipal Board, the 
Conservation Review Board and courts 
have interpreted and applied the Act in 
respect of heritage properties from 
Ontario municipalities of all sizes; and 
complete text of the Act.

Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Planning and 
Zoning (2013 Reissue) 
William Buholzer

$300  |  2013  |  ISBN: 9780433474845

This national work clearly organizes and 
presents the black letter law and explains 
the nuanced framework that governs land 
use and development across Canada.
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Municipal Business By-Law Drafting Manual  
Edythe Dronshek

A User’s Guide to Municipal By-Laws,  
2nd Edition 
M. Virginia MacLean & John Tomlinson

This guide will help you to draft, review and 
implement by-laws, revise existing by-laws, 
correct vulnerabilities, follow grammar 
rules to avoid legal loopholes, avoid claims 
of conflict of interest and bad faith,  
and defend legal challenges to by-laws.

$120  |  2008  |  ISBN: 9780433445715

An invaluable hands-on guide to 
formulating by-laws that comply with 
the Municipal Act, 2001.

$120  |  2003  |  ISBN: 9780433443353

A Practical Guide to the Ontario Municipal 
Board, 2nd Edition 
Bruce Krushelnicki

This guide provides all the information 
you need about appearing before the board 
and answers these four key questions: 
What does the Board do? How is an appeal 
made? How is a Board hearing conducted? 
And how do you prepare for a Board 
hearing?

$110  |  2007  |  ISBN: 9780433454342

A Comprehensive Guide to the City of 
Toronto Act, 2006 
Leo Longo & John Mascarin

This book provides a detailed analysis of 
the legislative history of Bill 53, the law 
respecting municipalities and municipal 
powers, a comprehensive examination 
of each part of the Act and an historical 
review of all legislation applicable to 
Toronto.

$115  |  2008  |  ISBN: 9780433453222

$130  |  2003  |  ISBN: 9780433439455

Conduct Handbook for Municipal Employees 
& Officials, 2nd Edition  
Rick O’Connor, Peter-John Sidebottom & David White

This guide for councillors, local boards, 
senior officials and their professional 
advisers provides breakthrough guidance 
on handling fraud, corruption, bribery, 
nepotism, conflict of interest, abuse of 
office, political activity, etc.

The Law of Municipal Finance
Patrice Noé-Johnson & Allan Ross

A guide to managing fiscal resources 
responsibly and ethically. Examples from 
municipalities across Canada illustrate 
the rules in action, why they are necessary, 
and the consequences of breaking them.

$180  |  2004  |  ISBN: 9780433442660
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Municipal Emergency Management 
Procedures Handbook 
Shane Watson

Addresses the logistical and operational 
aspects of emergency and disaster relief 
situations and the legislative frameworks 
that govern such crisis situations.

$125  |  2002  |  ISBN: 9780433430360
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